As Real as Reality by Maria J. Monteiro
archived by Florence Logan
The team:
Yas Mawer - performer
Sinead PG - performer
Maria J. Monteiro - performer
Indra Wilson - advisor throughout the process
and was the interviewee in rehearsals before Sinead
Oliver Gorman - Lighting designer
Ross Hunter - Light designer
Nicholas Ruebenacker - Lighting engineer
Guy Colletta - Sound designer
Chris Gowling - Production
Hannah Henderson - Senior stage manager
Darren Wilson - TSM Technical stage manager
Thomas O’Hear - ASM Assistant Stage Manager
Naomi Hoolahand - Production manager
Adam Castle - ITN Producer
Sarah Hopfinger - Tutor
Rachel O’Neill - Tutor
Jean Sangster - Voice tutor/ voice support
Steven Anderson - Invited Artist
Capture Works (where the commercials were recorded)
Lockdown Visual Systems
The performance took place at the New Athenaeum Theatre
at the Royal Conservatoire of Scotland Renfrew street building.

As Real as Reality is a four hour durational performance that was
live streamed on Twitch the 2nd of March 2021 from 11:30am to
3:30pm (GMT).
What is As Real as Reality?
This is a text written by Maria that was sent out with the invitation
and the twitch link (https://twitch.tv/therealcosmopolitan)
This is an audience within an audience within an audience,
a screen within a screen within a screen,
a reality within a reality within a reality,
a stage within a stage within a stage,
a text within a text within a text,
a lie within a lie within a lie.
This is you within you within me.
Careful with what you wish to believe, there is no reality in Reality
TV.
As Real as Reality was performed as part of the Into The New
festival (https://www.rcs.ac.uk/festivals/), which presents the
graduating works of the BA (hons) Contemporary Performance
Practice fourth years.
A 45 minute version of the 4 hour lifestream will be shown on the
27th March at 6:30pm (GMT). Maria is also part of an artist talk
on the 28th at 11pm (GMT).

Click here to listen to Maria’s Spotify playlist that she listens to to get her in the Cosmo mood

Screenshots from a google
document Maria kept during
the first weeks of her
process.
The “feedback screenshot” is
from what Maria called
“week 3” (12th - 18th
October 2020).
The “self provocations”
screenshot is from “week 7”
(9th - 15th November 2020).

Photos from the Cosmo Show google drive: makeup and wig selfie tests of Cosmo uploaded the 8th and 9th of
October 2020.
The wig belongs to her roommate and was a catalyst for the creation and visual representation of Cosmo. The
costume plays an important part in the persona. For example, during the rehearsals Maria would wear a waist trainer
under her dress and the day of the performance, she wore spandex. This forcibly changed her posture. Cosmo’s body
is always excited, hyper, straight, tight, ready to pounce. She sits on the edge of her seat.
Maria’s notes (3 pages titled) “line up”, “brief of the show” and “cameras” (4 sketches of the camera layout and
angles)
As Real as Reality has a structure and technical cues but other than that it is completely improvised. A couple of
days before the show, Maria decided to choose new questions to ask Sinead. After all the rehearsals, the questions
and their answers felt mechanical. She said it didn’t feel spontaneous, surprising or real anymore, so she started
again.

Screenshots from one of our zoom calls.
Maria showed me her wall of post-its: a
patchwork of her inspirations, reflections,
sketches etc...
The first one says: “fashion is political”.
Maria got up to show me it as we were
discussing exactly that, quoting Kate
Durbin’s thoughts on fashion:
« If you have a body, you are part of the
show. »
« Fashion is seen culturally as the most
ubiquitous and feminine and therefore the
lowest of the arts, the most shallow and
market-driven. »
(http://www.bookslut.com/features/
2010_10_016688.php)
Researching artists and reality TV was a
huge part of Maria’s process. Maria considers
The middle post-it note is a sketch of one of Maria’s initial concepts
As Real as Reality as another type of
research she hopes to expand and explore in for Into The New which was a 24h durational piece, still centred
around Cosmo and reality tv, in the form of an installation.
future Cosmo pieces.
I discuss this in more detail in my writing:
“Reflections on As Real as Reality: We want blood, not corn syrup”
Click here to access a PDF with Maria’s
(page 11)
research and inspirations.

Click here to watch the last 40 seconds of the As Real as Reality tech run on Zoom (24/02/2021)

Screenshots from Cosmo’s instagram: @therealcosmopolitan and from the tech run (24/02/2021)

THE DAY OF THE SHOW

From left to right:
-a screenshot of a message Maria sent to her facebook friends
-a screenshot from the email invitation to As Real as Reality
-a screenshot from Cosmo’s twitch page (https://twitch.tv/therealcosmopolitan)
-a screenshot from Maria’s and I video chat the morning of her performance (02/03/2021)

Click here to watch a 20 second video of the Cosmo set in the New Athenaeum
Theatre the morning of the live stream (02/03/2021)

Screenshots from Maria’s instagram story the night before (01/03/2021) or more like, the very early morning of
the performance and then the day of (02/03/2021).

Screenshots from the Twitch chat during the performance

Three photos Maria sent me a few days after her performance: Cosmo’s things, her pink world packed up in
storage containers. Hopefully they won’t have enough time to collect dust, we want Cosmo!

-Photos of the drawings/sketches of my sensations and emotions I felt while watching the performance, of
sentences I wrote that stood out to me.
-I covered a page with the name “John Marcus” (Cosmo’s lost love), to try and reach Cosmo’s level of
obsession, of heartache.
-A screenshot of my Zoom chat with Maria two days after her performance (04/03/2021).

My interview with Cosmo and Maria
click here for the YouTube link with English subtitles

Screenshots from the interview (09/03/2021)

Reflections on As Real as Reality: We want blood, not corn syrup
by Florence Logan
Soundcloud link (audio/podcast version)
PDF link (text version)

A screenshot from one of our Zoom chats

